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ABSTRACT
This paper studies the effectiveness of implementing option contracts for the procurement of seasonal products subject to short selling season, demand uncertainty, and supply-side disruption. The research intends to show how profitability and product availability can be enhanced both locally and globally by combining the long-term wholesale price contract and option contracts. Using the newsvendor model, the paper aims to identify business settings with respect to disruption parameters, demand uncertainty, and the option pricing under which the use of option contracts could improve supply chain performance. The main contribution of this research is that the effectiveness of option contracts is investigated under the impact of the supply-side disruption in addition to the demand uncertainty. The option contract-based portfolio procurement displays significant performance enhancement in terms of both the retailer profitability and the reduction in the lost sales quantity when supply-side disruptions prevail. The study of the procurement management subject to seasonal disruption can be readily applied to numerous business situations where the disruption can lead to devastating impacts such as the insufficient or untimely supply of COVID-19 vaccines with limited shelf life.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Disruptions in the global supply chain are manifested in numerous forms, such as raw material shortages, demand spikes, price volatility, labour shortages or strikes, and natural disasters, to name a few, with their impacts ranging from minor to catastrophic. With the increase in the frequency of disruptive risks in the 21st century, companies are exposed to various levels of vulnerability in their day-to-day business operations. As a result, businesses understand the significance of developing a supply chain resilience plan (Wong et al., 2020) so as to mitigate the impact of unforeseen disruptions. Among the different approaches implemented by companies to build resilience in their global supply chain operations is the identification of risk-hedging options available in logistics, transportation, and procurement processes (Sun et al., 2020). Businesses proactively look for ways to strengthen the resilience of their supply chains by diversifying supply sources, hedging disruptive risks, and collaborating with key suppliers (Chopra and Sodhi, 2014). In addition to building supply chain resilience, companies have also come to realize the growing significance of operating with shrinking time dimensions in lead time, new product development time, and the product selling season (Olhager, 2013). The general trend of shortened time dimension has created an added challenge as companies are expected to operate with both agility and resilience.

A number of well-coordinated supply chain initiatives have been implemented to mitigate the impact of demand-side uncertainties over the past few decades. Some of these supply contracts have proved to be effective in bringing both the buyers and suppliers to engage in coordination that can achieve optimal or near-optimal performance. Coordination mechanisms that have been studied and implemented with success include buyback contract (S. Wang et al., 2021; Pasternack, 1985), revenue sharing contract (Bart et al., 2021; Cachon and Lariviere, 2005), quantity discount (Li and Liu, 2006; Tsay, 1999), vendor-managed inventory (van den Bogaert and van Jaarsveld, 2022; Yao and Dresner, 2008), and consignment sales contract (Sarkar et al., 2018; Braglia and Zavanella, 2003) among others. Compared with the generalized wholesale price contract, collaborative supply contracts incentivize the stakeholders to hedge risk under demand uncertainty and allow both the vendor and the buyer to operate in a manner that is beneficial for the overall supply chain (Ai et al., 2012). A review on the importance of incentive alignment and contract mechanisms for collaborative contracts is summarized in Normman and Naslund (2019).

Under business settings characterized primarily by supply-side disruptions, however, coordinated supply contracts are not sufficient to mitigate the impact of disruptive risks as they often lead to a significant increase in redundancy-based policies (e.g., maintaining safety stock or strategic reserves) for businesses, which may not be sustainable in the long run. Instead, businesses look for other policies focused on improving supply chain flexibility which are considered effective in mitigating the impact of procurement disruptions without compromising on redundancy or profitability (Chopra and Sodhi, 2004). In particular, for time-sensitive items (e.g., seasonal items, medical supplies, technology products, etc.), broadening procurement options or increasing supplier involvement under price fluctuations, supply shortages, or unforeseeable disruptive events enhances supply chain resilience and business continuity by ensuring timely delivery of products (Wieteska, 2020; Zsidisin and Smith, 2005).

The value of procurement management for short life-cycle products for businesses operating under supply disruptions and demand uncertainties is now more crucial than ever before as many companies use optimal sourcing and procurement planning as a source of competitive advantage (Mohammadiwojdan et al., 2022; Merzifonluoglu,
As an approach to mitigate the impact of potential price and volume fluctuations, different forms of price contracts are considered for the future delivery of goods from the upstream to the downstream supply chain. For example, business partners can agree on a set price in advance (fixed wholesale price contracts) or agree to the prevailing price in the spot market (spot price contracts), resulting in different risk allocation designs between the parties involved (Polinsky, 1987). However, the spot market price may not always work well for certain products subject to seasonal disruptions or market uncertainties as companies may want to avoid both the volatility of the spot market and the inventory risk of the long-term fixed-price contract. For such cases, one can consider other alternatives, such as an option contract, which guarantees the buying company the future delivery of a fixed quantity at a pre-negotiated strike price (Fu et al., 2010). The buyer purchases an option contract at a premium reserve price (a small fraction of the product price) upfront. The buyer can certainly choose not to exercise the option if conditions do not favour doing so, in which case, the buyer simply loses the initial premium payment already made to the supplier. In essence, the primary benefit of the option contract is that it provides the buyer with insurance against a potential raw material shortage as well as a sudden price surge of commodities (Wang et al., 2017), a phenomenon commonly observed in global business transactions.

Historical evidence reveals numerous instances of drastic price volatility across industry sectors. For instance, energy prices are known to display high price volatility over time, causing businesses to frequently switch back and forth between the long-term fixed-price contract and the spot market purchase. At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, with sudden contractions in the global demand in most manufacturing sectors, the natural gas price hit its lowest mark of $1.50 per MMBtu (one million British thermal units) in April 2020 (US EIA, 2023). Within two years, however, with the global demand in manufacturing back to its normal level along with the outbreak of the war in Ukraine in early 2022, the natural gas price reached its peak of $9.85 per MMBtu in August 2022, the highest level since the 2008 global recession (US EIA, 2023). It should be noted, however, that this type of price volatility is not limited to the energy sector alone. Businesses are well aware of potential fluctuations with respect to both the supply and the prices of products in key industry sectors, including commodities, electronics, active pharmaceutical ingredients, and semiconductors (Lefebvre, 2022; Knoblich et al., 2011).

Literature on procurement management is abundant in cases where both the demand and the price are random and exogenous (Lee et al., 2013; Martinez-de-Albeniz, 2009), in which either the spot market purchase or the option contract is generally considered along with the long-term wholesale price contract to derive the optimal procurement policy in a multi-stage supply chain. Others focus on the risk management side of portfolio procurement and investigate ways to attain proper risk allocation and risk hedging (Sun et al., 2020; Fu et al., 2010; Polinsky, 1987). In particular, a series of studies of the proactive portfolio risk management (PRM) initiated at Hewlett-Packard (HP) examine how option contracts can be applied to obtain procurement optimization using a multi-period portfolio approach (Nagali et al., 2008; Martinez-de-Albeniz and Simchi-Levi, 2005). A research stream that has been gaining momentum is the procurement and sourcing of medicines and vaccines in the global healthcare supply chains. Pazirandeh (2011) presents a decision-making framework for strategic sourcing and distribution of vaccines in developing countries. Shamsi et al. (2018) propose an option contract using the Stackelberg game approach to procure required vaccine doses from two suppliers. In a similar context, Martin et al. (2020) propose three vaccine procurement contract designs to encourage pharmaceutical companies to bring vaccines to developing countries. More recently, in an empirical study of supply chain disruptions during the COVID-19 pandemic, Khuan et al. (2023) emphasize the importance of assisting local suppliers and maintaining a dual sourcing system. It should be noted that governments have been the primary buyers of the COVID-19 vaccines during the pandemic. However, the post-pandemic era is likely to demand proper pricing of future vaccines via different price contracts as more private sector buyers are expected to get involved in securing the available vaccines (Kaplan and Wehrwein, 2021).

This paper fills the research gap in the study of procurement management by investigating the effectiveness of the option contract under supply-side disruptions. In particular, this research examines how the option contract included in the portfolio procurement can be applied to provide risk-hedging benefits for companies that face not only uncertain demand and volatile prices but also the unreliable supply of raw materials and parts. Using the newsvendor model, this paper captures the value of the option contract-based portfolio procurement to the stakeholders in a two-stage supply chain subject to supply-side disruption. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, research questions are presented, followed by the section on detailed discussions on the modelling of the option contract using the newsvendor model in which both the base case and the option contract-based portfolio procurement are analysed and assessed under supply-side disruptions. The results from the numerical experiments and sensitivity analysis will present managerial insights from different scenarios of business disruptions and the option contract parameters. Conclusions, limitations of the research, and future research direction will be discussed in the last section.

2. OBJECTIVE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The purpose of this paper is two-fold: (i) to assess the effectiveness of the option contract as a risk hedging mechanism for the procurement of products with a short selling season and (ii) to identify business settings under which the use of the option contract can benefit stakeholders as a procurement management tool. Specifically, this research shows how the retailer’s profitability and product availability (e.g., the lost sales quantity or the service level) can improve by incorporating the option contract in the portfolio procurement when the supply is subject to seasonal disruption. Using the newsvendor problem to set up the normative model for the base case (with the long-term wholesale price contract) and the proposed portfolio procurement (with the option contract), this research
conducts numerical experiments and sensitivity analysis to discuss operating characteristics of the proposed procurement approach. The paper addresses the following research questions:

1. How effective is the option contract as a risk-hedging mechanism under supply-side disruptions for products with a short selling season?
2. How do business parameters (e.g., demand variability, disruption frequency, and recovery rate) affect supply chain performance with the option contract in place?
3. What are settings under which the portfolio procurement with the option contract could be beneficial to stakeholders in improving the supply chain performance metrics?

3. MODELLING OPTION CONTRACT USING THE NEWSVENDOR PROBLEM

This paper studies a two-stage supply chain in which the vendor supplies the retailer with a product featuring a short shelf-life. Further, the product is subject to supply-side disruptions in addition to demand and price volatility. The supply of products can be disrupted for reasons such as labour disputes, port lockouts, raw material shortages, international warfare, pandemics, etc. Especially, the delay in the delivery of a short shelf-life product can lead to a devastating impact, seriously undermining product availability during the limited selling season. Securing the proper quantity of products at the beginning of the selling season is deemed crucial for products such as seasonal goods, high-fashion items, and time-sensitive vaccines. For these types of goods, the businesses simply cannot afford to have any disruptions occur prior to the season that can jeopardize the delivery of products in time.

In preparation for any potential disruptive events upstream, the retailer should consider measures to hedge the risk to minimize the impact. Amongst different measures to consider for the retailer is the use of a pre-arranged option contract with a different supplier as a contingency plan as depicted in Figure 1. As shown, the buyer (retailer) works with two suppliers: The retailer has a long-term fixed-price contract with supplier 1, an overseas supplier deemed unreliable and slow but guarantees low cost. With supplier 2, a local supplier considered reliable and fast but expensive, the retailer has a pre-arranged option contract in place, a practice similar to that of Intel’s procurement system (Peng et al., 2012). Intel frequently uses a dual-mode procurement system: a regular procurement mode is low-cost but has a longer lead time, and a flexible mode is more expensive but guarantees a shorter procurement lead time. According to the setting depicted in Figure 1, the retailer signs the option contract with supplier 2 by paying a reservation fee upfront at a premium (e.g., \( \alpha \% \)) of the unit strike price, which entitles the retailer the right to receive a given quantity at an agreed-upon option strike price. In return, supplier 2 guarantees the maximum delivery quantity by making the commitment to reserve a certain capacity for the retailer (Merzifonluoglu, 2017).

The option contract-based portfolio procurement in this research works as follows: With no disruptions prior to the selling season at supplier 1, the retailer will get the full order quantity delivered from supplier 1 and lose the option premium paid upfront to supplier 2. However, in case of a disruptive event at the offshore supplier (i.e., supplier 1), the shipment cannot proceed to the retailer as scheduled. Instead, the retailer will receive the full order shipment from supplier 2 as per the option contract. In such a case, supplier 1 is deemed exempt from any penalties or any subsequent inventory replenishment responsibility via backorders. The option strike price (plus the premium reservation fee) is typically set higher than the wholesale price set for the fixed-long-term contract. With a typical option contract, the exercise of the option is contingent on the volatility of the market price of the product (Nosoohi and Nookabadi, 2019;
In this research, we consider a case where the option contract is contingent specifically on the occurrence of the disruptive event at supplier 1 halting the shipments to the retailer in time for the selling season, a practical case largely missing from the procurement management literature.

This paper examines the effectiveness of the option contract compared with the base case, which assumes the use of the long-term wholesale price contract only, with or without the supply-side disruption. For the base case, if a disruptive event occurs at the supplier, disabling its operations and shipments to the retailer prior to the selling season, the effective demand will proportionally be reduced depending on the actual length of the selling season. Lost sales quantity in this scenario will be determined by the total seasonal demand and the duration of the disruption (or based on the recovery process to the normal state). Applying the traditional newsvendor model, the portfolio procurement with the wholesale price contract and the option contract is described using the following notations:

\[ W_F = \text{the price of the item with the long-term wholesale price contract} \]
\[ W_{OP} = \text{the option strike price, where } W_F < W_{OP} \]
\[ \alpha = \text{the option premium expressed as a fraction of the strike price} \]
\[ p = \text{unit retail price} \]
\[ s = \text{unit salvage value} \]
\[ gw(R) = \text{unit loss of goodwill cost incurred at the retailer} \]
\[ Q_F = \text{the quantity ordered with the wholesale price contract} \]
\[ Q_{OP} = \text{the quantity ordered with the option strike price} \]
\[ x = \text{market demand, normally distributed with a mean of } \bar{x} \]
\[ \sigma = \text{a standard deviation of } \bar{x} \]
\[ \lambda = \text{disruption rate over time} \]
\[ \mu = \text{recovery rate from the disruptive event over time} \]

The retailer faces the understocking (\(C_u\)) and the overstocking costs (\(C_o\)) respectively as shown below with no disruptions in (1) and (2), and with a possible disruption in the upstream in equations (3) and (4).

No disruptions:
\[ C_u = p - W_F + gw(R) \]  \(\text{(1)}\)
\[ C_o = W_F - s \]  \(\text{(2)}\)

With disruption:
\[ C_u = p - W_{OP} \cdot (1 + \alpha) + gw(R) \]  \(\text{(3)}\)
\[ C_o = W_{OP} \cdot (1 + \alpha) - s \]  \(\text{(4)}\)

The occurrence of the supply-side disruption is random and follows a Poisson process with rate \(\lambda\) over time and the recovery to the normal state occurs with rate \(\mu\), with the time to the full recovery following an exponential distribution with an average disruption duration of \(1/\mu\). For such a case, the overall supply disruption and the recovery process can be approximated by a capacitated queuing system, \(M/M/1/K\). The system capacity \(K\) can be set as 1 implying that, at any given time, there is at most one disruption occurring at supplier 1 affecting the operations and the shipment to the retailer. As per the results for \(M/M/1/K\) system from Gross and Harris (1985), state probabilities, \(p_0\) (no disruption) and \(p_1\) (disruption) for the supply disruption and the recovery process can be obtained as follows in (5) and (6):
\[ p_0 = \frac{\mu}{\lambda + \mu} \]  \(\text{(5)}\)
\[ p_1 = \frac{\lambda}{\lambda + \mu} \]  \(\text{(6)}\)

where \(\sum_{n=0}^{\infty} p_n = p_0 + p_1 = 1\), by definition.

From above, it follows that the expected retailer profit, \(E[P_R(Q_F, Q_{OP})]\), is obtained using the newsvendor model as in (7):
\[ E[P_R(Q_F, Q_{OP})] = \left(\frac{\mu}{\lambda + \mu}\right) \cdot ((p - s)\bar{x} - (W_F - s)Q_F - (p - s + gw(R)) \cdot E(S)_{\bar{x}} + \left(\frac{\lambda}{\lambda + \mu}\right) \cdot ((p - s)\bar{x} - (W_{OP}(1 + \alpha) - s)Q_{OP} - (p - s + gw(R)) \cdot E(S)_{OP}] \]  \(\text{(7)}\)

where \(E(S)_{\bar{x}}\) and \(E(S)_{OP}\) are the expected shortages with no disruptions and with disruptions, respectively.

From equation (7) above, the desired service level for each case is obtained as below in (8) and (9):

No disruptions:
\[ SL = \frac{p - W_F + gw(R)}{p - s + gw(R)} \]  \(\text{(8)}\)

With disruption:
\[ SL = \frac{p - W_{OP}(1 + \alpha) + gw(R)}{p - s + gw(R)} \]  \(\text{(9)}\)

**4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND MANAGERIAL INSIGHTS**

**4.1 Settings for Numerical Experiments**

Numerical experiments are conducted to investigate and understand the dynamics of the procurement process in the supply chain when the option contract is considered by the buyer under supply-side disruptions which halt any shipments to be made from the regular supplier (i.e., supplier 1 in Figure 1) to the retailer. The range of parameter values and the assumptions used for the numerical experiments and the sensitivity analysis are summarized in Table 1.
The retailer faces the market demand with an average of 1,000 units with the demand variability defined by the coefficient of variation (cv) of demand that ranges from 0.1 (low variability) to 0.5 (high variability). As for the range of risk parameters used for simulation runs, the disruption rate (λ) and the recovery rate (μ), which represent the frequency and the duration of disruptions respectively are selected based on existing studies and numerous industry reports to reflect the real disruptive events experienced by businesses across different industry sectors. Tummala and Schoenherr (2011) introduce a structured risk assessment framework called the Supply Chain Risk Management Process (SCRMP) in which they use a risk consequence index and risk exposure values to make a supply chain risk assessment. Using several consequence severity categories and risk probability categories, they present an approach to study the relationship between the frequency and the severity of the consequences of disruptions. Bode and Wagner (2015) implement an empirical investigation of system complexity to identify which supply chain characteristics increase the frequency of disruptions. Revilla and Saenz (2017) develop a taxonomy of how businesses approach supply chain risk management using a cluster analysis of survey data in predicting a firm’s supply chain performance based on the frequency of disruptive events. Recently, Mehrotra and Schmidt (2021) develop a model to study characteristics of disruptive events associated with the value of disruption duration information. Other studies find that a larger supply base or different sourcing and procurement arrangements may increase supply chain complexity but mitigate the impact of disruptions (Chaturvedi and Martinez-de-Albeniz, 2011; Choi and Krause, 2006). Crandall et al. (2014) show that internal risks tend to display high disruption frequency with a low impact, whereas natural disasters show a low frequency but a high impact. A comprehensive literature review on the research stream of supply chain disruptions and resilience is provided in Katsaliaki et al. (2022) in which existing studies are compiled based on the types of disruptions, their impact, resilience methods, and recovery strategies.

As for the industry-based surveys, the latest Business Continuity Institute’s Supply Chain Resilience Report (2023) presents results from 225 respondents from 58 countries and 17 industry sectors. Approximately 11.5% of respondents report at least ten disruptive events in the last 12 months, a decrease compared to 27.8% at the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic in 2021. McKinsey Global Institute’s report (2020) on supply chain risk and resilience emphasizes a recent trend in the global supply chain disruption, which clearly exhibits higher frequency and severity than the past. Detailed analysis of 23 industry value chains shows an overall inverse relationship between the frequency and the duration of disruptions, where minor disruptions may last for about a week, but major ones can continue for over two months. The report further reveals that a longer disruption duration (say, a major disruption) is generally associated with a lower frequency of disruptive events. In the simulation experiments and sensitivity analysis of this research, the disruption frequency (λ = 1, 3, 6, 12 per year) and the recovery rate (μ = 13, 26, 52, 104 per year) are selected based on the results from existing literature and the aforementioned industry surveys to capture characteristics and relationships observed in actual supply chain disruptions. A recovery rate value of μ = 13 per year indicates an average disruption duration of approximately 4 (= 52/13) weeks.

In addition to the range of risk parameters selected above, other parameter values used for the procurement process are chosen to cover a broad range of supply chain settings to present results on the effectiveness of the portfolio procurement over the long-term wholesaler price contract. As for the option strike price, WOP of $27, $30, and $33 are used to investigate the impact of the option contract parameters along with the option premium, α = 5%, applied to the option strike price, WOP. Other fixed parameters selected for the numerical experiments include the salvage value, s = $10 per unit, loss of goodwill cost at the retailer, gw(R) = $30 per unit, and the long-term wholesale price of Wp = $25. Overall, a total combination of 144 (=3x3x4x4) business scenarios are examined thoroughly for the numerical experiments. For each scenario, simulation runs are conducted using the Crystal Ball® simulation package and summarized over 500 cycles and 10,000 replications.
4.2 Discussions of Results and Managerial Implications

4.2.1 Supply Chain and Retailer Profitability

For all cases considered for the demand variability (in terms of the coefficient of variation, \(cv\)), the portfolio procurement with the option contract provides a solid protection against lost sales situations resulting in higher retailer profits than the base case, especially when the supply-side disruption prevails with a high disruption frequency and a slow recovery to the normal state as shown in Figure 2.

![Retailer Profits: cv = 0.1, \(\mu = 13\), \(W_{op} = \$30\)](image2.png)

**Figure 2** Retailer profits with a slow recovery process: option contract vs. base case

For situations with a relatively low disruption frequency (e.g., \(\lambda = 1\) or 3 per year), however, the base case with a favourable wholesale price \((W_P = \$25)\) for the retailer performs better than or just as well as the portfolio procurement with the option contract in terms of the retailer profits even when the recovery process is relatively slow and ineffective (e.g., \(\mu = 13\) per year or an average disruption duration of 4 weeks).

Further, if the retailer already possesses the resilience and the capacity to recover back to the normal state within a short period of time (e.g., \(\mu = 104\) per year or an average disruption duration of half a week), then the base case constitutes a better choice than the portfolio procurement for the retailer across all scenarios of the disruption frequency and duration considered in the simulation. That is, for situations in which the retailer is already well prepared to manage the disruptive event with a solid reactive measure to quickly bounce back to the normal state (i.e., when the retailer’s setting can be characterized by a high value of \(\mu\)), designing an option contract in anticipation of supply disruptions does not carry much value for the retailer as the procurement mode switches to the option contract upon the occurrence of a disruptive event without benefitting from the reactive measure. For all cases considered in the numerical experiments, as long as the retailer has a relatively fast recovery measure in place (i.e., a high \(\mu\)), the retailer will be better off profit-wise by staying with the base case as shown in Figure 3.

![Supply chain profits with a fast recovery process: option contract vs. base case](image3.png)

**Figure 3** Supply chain profits with a fast recovery process: option contract vs. base case

From the overall systems perspective, however, it should also be noted in Figure 3 that the use of the option contract-based portfolio procurement results in considerably higher supply chain profitability than the base case. An exception to this phenomenon occurs when a quick recovery to the normal state is possible in the supply chain via reactive measures under high demand variability (i.e., when \(cv = 0.5\)). In such a setting, the value of portfolio procurement as a risk hedging mechanism is not as pronounced for the overall supply chain profitability as reactive measures can work effectively to restore normal conditions under disruptions. As seen in Figure 4, with a strong reactive measure in place, the base case approach performs slightly but consistently better than the portfolio procurement in terms of the supply chain profits and significantly better with respect to the retailer profitability when the demand-side uncertainty prevails (i.e., when \(cv = 0.5\)). That is, having a solid reactive measure in place can lead to greater effectiveness in achieving good profitability both locally and globally than a mere implementation of portfolio procurement when there is a significant level of demand variability (i.e., high \(cv\)) as well as supply disruptions (i.e., a high value of \(\lambda\)) prevailing in the supply chain.

![Supply chain profits with high demand variability: option contract vs. base case](image4.png)

**Figure 4** Supply chain profits with high demand variability: option contract vs. base case
4.2.2 Improvement in Profits

Although the retailer profits monotonically decline in $\lambda$ (disruption frequency), the portfolio procurement leads to a significant improvement in retailer profitability as the disruption frequency increases. Here, the % improvement in profits refers to the percentage increase in the retailer profits by converting from the base case with the wholesale price contract to the option contract-based portfolio procurement. It is evident that incorporating the option contract in the procurement process will be beneficial for the retailer when supply disruptions prevail. That is, the higher the disruption frequency, $\lambda$, the greater the % improvement in the retailer profits by implementing the option contract-based portfolio procurement as it provides an effective risk hedging means and protection against lost sales when disruptions occur. Figure 5 reveals that the impact on the % improvement in the retailer profits appears way more pronounced when the option strike (or the exercise) price is relatively low and close to the wholesale price (about 59% improvement in the retailer profits for $\lambda = 12$ and $W_{OP} = $27). However, as observed earlier, the base case with the wholesale price contract may perform better than the portfolio procurement resulting in negative % improvement when the disruptive events are not as frequent (e.g., when $\lambda = 1$ per year).

![Figure 5 % Improvement in retailer profits: the impact of option strike price](image)

For similar reasons, when the recovery process from the disruption is slow and ineffective (i.e., for low values of $\mu$, say, $\mu = 13$ per year), the portfolio procurement shows significant improvement over the base case when the disruption occurs with high frequency. It is worth noting that the business setting characterized more by the supply-side disruption (high $\lambda$, low $\mu$, and low $cv$) than the demand-side uncertainty generally favours the use of the portfolio procurement by the retailer.

Now, the impact of demand variability ($cv$) on % improvement in profits shows an intriguing result under supply disruptions. As shown in Figure 6, the lower the demand variability ($cv$), the more effective a role the option contract plays in its protection against the lost sales quantity as illustrated in the % improvement (as high as 46%) in retailer profits. In general, a low demand variability (e.g., $cv = 0.1$) with a relatively low standard deviation of demand requires a modest safety stock level at the retailer, which in turn, provides little protection against uncertainties from either the demand-side or the supply-side, rendering the option contract more valuable as risk-hedging mechanism. However, if the retailer faces high demand variability (high $cv$), the higher safety stock required can be used to mitigate both the demand-side and the supply-side disruptions, diluting the effectiveness of the portfolio procurement to a certain degree.

![Figure 6 The impact of demand variability and disruption frequency](image)

Especially, when supply-side disruptions occur with high frequency (i.e., a high $\lambda$) and go through a relatively slow recovery process (i.e., a low $\mu$), the value of the option contract is more apparent. For such cases, the retailer has a much stronger incentive to consider the option contract-based portfolio procurement as a risk-hedging and profit-improving approach. On the other hand, when supply disruptions exhibit low frequency with fast recovery (i.e., a low $\lambda$ with a high $\mu$), the base case dominates and outperforms the option contract with respect to retailer profits for all cases of demand variability ($cv$). That is, the value of the option contract for the retailer diminishes when the normal state gets restored after a short disruption duration (i.e., a high $\mu$) for the base case.

4.2.3 Reduction in the Lost Sales

Results on the lost sales improvement by implementing the portfolio procurement show solid evidence in support of the option contract-based approach, displaying a significant reduction in the lost sales quantity in all of the 144 scenarios considered across all values of $cv$, $\lambda$, and $\mu$. As seen in Figure 7, when compared with the base case, for a given recovery rate, $\mu$, the portfolio procurement with the option contract shows % reduction in lost sales quantity that ranges from 6% (for low $\lambda$ and high $cv$) to 85.6% (for high $\lambda$ and low $cv$), a result largely consistent with that obtained for the retailer profitability.

The option contract appears to be way more effective in reducing the lost sales quantity when applied under the scenarios with low demand variability (i.e., low $cv$), as low $cv$ naturally implies a modest safety stock level required, hence insufficient protection against lost sales. The value of using the portfolio procurement becomes significant when demand side variability stays relatively under control and supply-side disruption is dominant.
The effectiveness of the use of the option contract, especially
lost sales quantity increases from 37 units when

\[ \text{Table 2} \]

| cv = 0.3, \( W_{op} = \$30 \) | Portfolio procurement | \( \lambda = 1 \) | \( \mu = 13 \) | \( \mu = 26 \) | \( \mu = 52 \) | \( \mu = 104 \) | \( \lambda = 1 \) | \( \mu = 13 \) | \( \mu = 26 \) | \( \mu = 52 \) | \( \mu = 104 \) |
|-----------------------------|------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| SC Profits                  | $27,746                | $29,326        | $30,236        | $30,612        | $30,797        | SC Profits                  | $29,776                | $30,369        | $30,674        | $30,797        |                 |
| Ret Profits                 | $16,734                | $17,855        | $18,471        | $18,713        |                 | Ret Profits                 | $18,162                | $18,536        | $18,741        | $18,821        |                 |
| Service level               | 73.2%                  | 75.0%          | 76.6%          | 77.6%          |                 | Service level               | 76.8%                  | 77.4%          | 78.3%          | 78.3%          |                 |
| Lost sales                  | 53                     | 43             | 39             | 37             |                 | Lost sales                  | 53                     | 43             | 39             | 37             |                 |
| \( \lambda = 3 \)           | \( \mu = 13 \)         | \( \mu = 26 \) | \( \mu = 52 \) | \( \mu = 104 \) |                 | \( \lambda = 3 \)           | \( \mu = 13 \)         | \( \mu = 26 \) | \( \mu = 52 \) | \( \mu = 104 \) |                 |
| SC Profits                  | $24,182                | $27,753        | $29,583        | $30,343        | $30,797        | SC Profits                  | $24,182                | $27,753        | $29,583        | $30,343        | $30,797        |
| Ret Profits                 | $14,577                | $16,836        | $18,065        | $18,561        |                 | Ret Profits                 | $14,577                | $16,836        | $18,065        | $18,561        |                 |
| Service level               | 67.7%                  | 71.3%          | 74.5%          | 76.5%          |                 | Service level               | 67.7%                  | 71.3%          | 74.5%          | 76.5%          |                 |
| Lost sales                  | 135                    | 75             | 50             | 42             |                 | Lost sales                  | 135                    | 75             | 50             | 42             |                 |
| \( \lambda = 6 \)           | \( \mu = 13 \)         | \( \mu = 26 \) | \( \mu = 52 \) | \( \mu = 104 \) |                 | \( \lambda = 6 \)           | \( \mu = 13 \)         | \( \mu = 26 \) | \( \mu = 52 \) | \( \mu = 104 \) |                 |
| SC Profits                  | $17,191                | $24,641        | $28,269        | $29,794        | $30,797        | SC Profits                  | $17,191                | $24,641        | $28,269        | $29,794        | $30,797        |
| Ret Profits                 | $10,301                | $14,813        | $17,427        | $18,242        |                 | Ret Profits                 | $10,301                | $14,813        | $17,427        | $18,242        |                 |
| Service level               | 56.6%                  | 63.9%          | 70.5%          | 74.4%          |                 | Service level               | 56.6%                  | 63.9%          | 70.5%          | 74.4%          |                 |
| Lost sales                  | 233                    | 113            | 64             | 47             |                 | Lost sales                  | 233                    | 113            | 64             | 47             |                 |
| \( \lambda = 12 \)          | \( \mu = 13 \)         | \( \mu = 26 \) | \( \mu = 52 \) | \( \mu = 104 \) |                 | \( \lambda = 12 \)          | \( \mu = 13 \)         | \( \mu = 26 \) | \( \mu = 52 \) | \( \mu = 104 \) |                 |
| SC Profits                  | $17,191                | $24,641        | $28,269        | $29,794        | $30,797        | SC Profits                  | $17,191                | $24,641        | $28,269        | $29,794        | $30,797        |
| Ret Profits                 | $10,301                | $14,813        | $17,427        | $18,242        |                 | Ret Profits                 | $10,301                | $14,813        | $17,427        | $18,242        |                 |
| Service level               | 56.6%                  | 63.9%          | 70.5%          | 74.4%          |                 | Service level               | 56.6%                  | 63.9%          | 70.5%          | 74.4%          |                 |
| Lost sales                  | 233                    | 113            | 64             | 47             |                 | Lost sales                  | 233                    | 113            | 64             | 47             |                 |

For instance, as revealed in Table 2, when the option contract-based portfolio procurement is used, the average lost sales quantity increases from 37 units when \( \lambda = 1 \) per year to 47 units when \( \lambda = 12 \) per year (about 27% increase) under a slow recovery process (i.e., when \( \mu = 13 \) per year or an average disruption duration of 4 weeks). However, as
shown in Table 2 and Figure 8, without the portfolio procurement in place, the base case procurement results in the average lost sales quantity growing dramatically from 53 units when $\lambda = 1$ to 233 units when $\lambda = 12$ per year (approximately 340% increase) for the same recovery rate of $\mu = 13$ per year. As the frequency of the disruptive events increases, so will the incentive to use the option contract, which is evident from the strong protection against the lost sales quantity provided by the option contract-based portfolio procurement even when the retailer lacks in reactive measures.

It should be noted that for a given frequency rate of disruption, $\lambda$, both the lost sales quantity and the service level remain the same when the option contract is implemented regardless of the effectiveness of the reactive measures to recover to the normal state. This is because the occurrence of a disruptive event immediately halts any shipments to be made from the regular supplier (or supplier 1) to the retailer and triggers the usage of the option contract with the local supplier (or supplier 2) in such a way that makes the procurement process independent of the recovery process post-disruption. That is, a fast and effective recovery process does not necessarily benefit the retailer when the option contract is used. For any base case scenarios without the option contract-based procurement, however, a proper implementation of reactive measures is crucial as it would be the only approach to keep the proliferation of lost sales situations in check when disruptions occur. In summary, the use of the portfolio procurement with the option contract not only provides a safety net for the retailer who may be lacking in reactive measures but also keeps the stock-out situations under control when supply-side disruptions prevail.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper provides insights into the value of the procurement management approach using the option contract as a risk-hedging mechanism against supply-side disruptions. It is noted that the base case dominates and outperforms the option contract-based procurement system when the supply chain is characterized mainly by demand-side uncertainties. However, the option contract-based portfolio procurement proves beneficial in terms of both the retailer profitability and the reduction in lost sales quantity when the supply-side disruptions prevail. In essence, business settings characterized by low option strike price and relatively high supply-side risk factors (i.e., with a high disruption frequency and a slow recovery process) enhance the value of using the portfolio procurement.

The supply chain structure used in this research with a single retailer and two suppliers can be considered a limitation in gaining a relevant perspective on the dynamics of implementing the portfolio procurement for products with a short shelf-life under a realistic and complex business setting. A future research extension that entails deeper investigation into the procurement management for multiple businesses in a multi-stage supply chain will be a challenging yet crucial task for the sake of gaining insights into risk mitigation. Any sub-optimal procurement and inventory decisions by the stakeholders under supply-side risk can easily lead to further disruptions and delays in fulfilment (Marcucci et al., 2022). In particular, with a growing emphasis on the importance of developing a decentralized system to avoid the risk of a single point of failure (Tang et al., 2014; Clark, 2012), the value of proper procurement management that encompasses procurement and inventory decisions across multiple locations is immense in mitigating disruptive risks in the supply chain (Ohmori et al., 2023). In a similar context, the use of blockchain-based smart contracts is currently being applied in procurement processes in various fields, such as public procurement (Sanchez, 2019), healthcare supply chains (Omar et al., 2021), and food supply chains (Sharma et al., 2022). A further examination of blockchain technology and its applications in procurement management can be a meaningful one as blockchain technology is based on the premise of decentralized decision making involving multiple users (M. Wang et al., 2021). Another possible extension for future research includes adding the spot market purchase as one of the components of the portfolio procurement as that broadens the supply-side options in the procurement process.
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